
Ford Motor Company (Ford Asia Pacific and Africa)

Multinational automaker

Incorporated in 1903, Ford now has a worldwide presence from the Americas 
to Europe. Increasingly, their operations have expanded into new and emerging 
markets such as India and China (one of the world’s most important economic 
sectors by revenue), where they operate either in a partnership or as a wholly 
owned subsidery. 

Currently, China has became the world’s largest motor-vehicle market, by both 
sales and production. Sales in China rose 45 percent in 2009 to 13.6 million units. 

Ford, is currently ranked as the 4th largest Auto Manufacturer. It is ranked 4th in 
China in terms of sales and market share. 
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Market Position: 



                                 AUTOMOTIVE EXHIBITION               
       

 FORD   SHANGHAI MOTOR SHOW 2009

Project
Emphasise core Brand position in an interactive and 
engaging stand design consistent with the Global Auto 
Show Programme, yet local in interpretation. 

Scope
Stand design, Project & Supplier managment, content 
development, Construction and Build, technical and AV, 
press conference and live show

Value
USD 2.2 million

Shanghai Motor Show is among the world’s leading auto shows and 
is recognized as an A-class international auto show. 
For the 2009 show it utilized 11 indoor exhibition halls and outdoor 
temporary halls with a total exhibition space of 170,000 sqm (grow-
ing by 20% over Auto Shanghai 2007).

Almost 400 media, (more than 70 of which were international), at-
tended the high-profile auto show. A total of 918 cars, 316 interna-
tional and 602 domestic models were on display.

With concerns regarding a green future and in answer to the Chi-
nese government’s appeal for energy-efficiency, global and domes-
tic automobile manufacturers showcased more electric and hybrid 
car model. An environmentaly-friendly message was the focus of the 
show, a theme which many automakers emulated.
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Central to the stand, the open drum with a remova-
ble ceiling panel for the vehicle reveal with acrobats
Overall external iew of the Stand enclosed with the 
Ford blue wall 
Overhead visual of the propsed stand during press 
day incorporating multiple vehicles, interactives and 
a central stage to coordinate the Live show
Interactives on stand during the public days, like the 
‘Safety Driving Challenge’ were very popular.]
Purpose made offices conceled behind the blue wall 
allowed the ford management team to consult with 
dealers  media and distributors

Exhibition Stand for Ford of China

In order to meet Ford’s criteria the stand was designed to be a the-
atrical, dramatic, bold experience; an integrated environment whose 
core components enabled visitor interaction while communicating 
Ford’s Drive Green, Drive Smart and Drive Safe messages. 

The Drum Stage and signature Ford Blue Wall, created an impressive 
backdrop and was a real attractor to the stand. The dynamic Live 
Show, a dramatic reenactment of the new Fiesta’s television com-
mercial in China, the leather-clad acrobat artiste performed gravity-
defying somersaults and back flips à la The Matrix while a Passion 
Orange hatchback was flown down onto the stage to the wide-eyed 
amazement of the audience. 

The “flying” Fiesta wowed the crowd and the Ford stand was thronged 
by media and public every time the show came began.



AUTOMOTIVE EXHIBITION
Exhibition Stand for Ford of China
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View towards the Safety wall with graph-
ics and interactives
The intuative nature of the interactives 
allowed for ample public engagement
The launch of the Ford Edge with Sync 
technology developed inconjunction 
with Microsoft
The Graphics and multimedia were de-
signed to work seamlessly on stand
The Slotcar challenge, one of the most 
popular interactives of the show
Launch of the Iosis MAX 

A Ford Fiesta ‘Born To Wow You’ Microsite was developed and proved 
hugely popular as it allowed you to take photo’s on stand and interact 
with Chinese social media websites. 

The results were that despite the economic crisis, where Ford’s world-
wide unit volume dropped to 4.817 million in 2009, Ford ended 2009 
with a net profit of $2.7 billion. Much of that was to do with auto sales 
in Asia Pacific Region of which China formed the largest part. Sales 
in China rose 45 percent in 2009 to 13.6 million units.

”The Shanghai Auto Show was a resounding success thanks entirely 
to all of you who made it happen in so many ways, both big and 
small, material and spiritual, physical and virtual. You should all be 
very proud of the product of your efforts and look back on this pro-
ject.  

This was the best China show yet! Again, my thanks and gratitude to 
all of your hard work, dedication, support, smiles and laughter!” 
Whitney Small, Director of Communication, Ford Asia Pacific and Af-
rica

With China’s auto industry fast becoming the biggest market in the 
world, sales in China, represents 50 percent of Ford’s regional sales 
in the Asia Pacific region.

Ford was one of the most popular stands at show, measured by traf-
fic density. The stand had 3 distinctive areas; Drive Green, Drive 
Smart and Drive Safe. The areas were staffed with presenters that 
interacted with the public.

In addition to the launch of the new Fiesta, the Iosis MAX reveal and 
Edge with Sync technology (produced in conjuntion with Microsoft) 
also draw a lot of attention. 

Central to the stand’s success was the level of engagement it drew 
from the public. To maintain this the Safety touch table, Safety Driving 
Challenge, Fiesta Touch Table, Fiesta Cutaway, Eco Driving Chal-
lenge or the EcoBoost Touch Table was where Ford spokespeople 
interacted with the public and communicated key stories. All interac-
tives and presentations draw a lot of crowds,
there were long queues for the Safety Driving Challenge and Eco 
Driving Challenge due to their ease of engagement.


